Year 1 Maths Home Learning Grid
Year 1 maths skills checklist:
 I can identify 1 more and 1 less than a number within 20.
 I can add and subtract 1-digit and 2-digit numbers to 20, including zero.
 I can solve addition and subtraction problems using concrete objects and pictures.
 I can solve multiplication and division problems by using concrete objects and pictures.
 I can recognise, find and name a half as one of two equal parts of an object, shape or quantity.
 I can begin to measure and record mass/weight.
 I can begin to measure and record length and heights.
 I can compare, describe and solve practical problems for time
 I can identify and describe common 2D shapes, including: rectangles (including squares) circles, triangles.
 I can describe position, direction and movement, including half, quarter and three-quarter turns.
Choose an activity from below:
Counting in 1s
Numbers in Words
Measure Length
Counting in 2s
Practise your counting
Can you write the
In your house look to
How many pairs of things can you
in your house.
numbers 0-10 in
find objects that are:
find around your house?
How many stairs?
words and spell them
Shorter than your
Challenge: Practise counting in 2s.
How many pillows?
correctly.
foot. Shorter than
How many cups?
your hand. Longer
How many toys?
than a book.
Challenge: Order the
objects from shortest
to longest?
Addition
White Rose
Number Hunt
Positional Language
Copy and complete
Visit the Home
Go on a number hunt
Hide a cuddly toy in your house. Can
the number sentences
Learning area on
around your house.
you give an adult directions and clues
below. Draw or use
White Rose:
What numbers can
to help them find it. e.g. move
equipment to help.
https://whiterosemaths
you find and where
forward, turn, underneath, next to.
12 + 6 =
12 + 2 = .com/homelearning/ye
are they at?
8+4=
10 + 1 =
ar-1/
8+8=
2+7=
Watch some of the
6+5=
4 + 6 = online lessons and join
in at home.
Shape Art
Draw a picture using
different 2D shapes.
Label the shapes with
their name.
Challenge: Write down
the number of sides
and corners (vertices)
each shape has.

One Minute
Challenge
How many star jumps
can you do in one
minute? Try it again.
Can you beat your
score?
Challenge: What else
can you do in one
minute?

Subtraction
Copy and complete
the number sentences
below. Draw or use
equipment to help.
9 –3 =
12 – 9 =
15 – 5 = 16 – 6 =
8 –3 =
7–3=

More maths learning activities can be accessed through the following websites:
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/
https://pages.sumdog.com/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/topics/numeracy

Measure Weight
Follow a recipe with an adult and
carefully measure out all the
ingredients you use.

